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CAMDEN PLANNING BOARD 1 
MINUTES OF MEETING 2 

January 5, 2017 3 
 4 
Members Present:  Chair Lowrie Sargent, Richard Bernhard, James Elliott, Richard 5 
Householder, John Scholz, and Alternate Members Jeff Senders and Mark Siegenthaler 6 
Members Absent:  None 7 
Select Board Liaisons: Don White and Marc Ratner 8 
Staff: Code Officer Bill O’Donnell 9 
  10 
Call to order 11 
 12 
Chair Lowrie Sargent called the meeting to order at 5:02 pm.   13 
 14 
1.  Public Input on Non-Agenda Items:   15 

Sholz:  Recently dined at the new restaurant Ebantide in the Knox Mill and had a nice 16 
dining experience.  He extended his wishes of good luck to the new restaurant 17 
owners.   18 
 19 

2.  Minutes:  September 1, 2016 and December 1 2016 20 
Past minutes were reviewed for corrections Board Members.  21 
 22 
September 1, 2016:  23 
Page 2 Line 4: Review the distinction of selling vs. renting senior living 24 
apartments for accuracy. 25 
Page 2 Line 39:  Correct Bernhard to read Siegenthaler 26 
Page 2 Line 43:  Correct Bernhard to read Siegenthaler 27 
 28 
MOTION by Householder moved to approve the Minutes of September 1, 2016 as 29 
corrected.  Scholz seconded. No discussion. VOTE: 6-0-1. (Elliott abstained) 30 

December 1, 2016: 31 
Page 3 Line 5:  Correct Elliot to Elliott   32 
Page 4 Line 12: Correct Elliot to Elliott 33 
  34 
MOTION by Scholz moved to approve the Minutes of December 1, 2016 as corrected. 35 
Householder seconded. No discussion. VOTE: 7-0-0.  36 

3.  POSSIBLE ORDINANCE AMMENDMENTS FOR JUNE 2017: 37 
 38 

Chair Sargent opened continued discussion on the requested amendment to the Zoning 39 
Ordinance regarding the prohibition against street level residential use in the Harbor 40 
Business District (B-H) last discussed at the December 1, 2016 Planning Board Meeting.  41 
Attorney Rendle Jones, and Stephen Mohr, Landscape Architect presented for Cynthia 42 
Reed who is requesting to amend the Zoning Ordinance to allow residential space in the 43 
American Boat House property currently under agreement by Reed.  Attorney Jones 44 
presented two options of revised draft language of the suggested ordinance amendment.  45 
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VIII 12 E (6) new subparagraph (c): 1 
Option 1: 2 
Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-paragraph a. above, residential use shall be 3 
permitted at street level in structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 4 
Option 2: 5 
Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-paragraph a. above, residential use shall be 6 
permitted at street level in structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places; 7 
provided, however, that not greater than seventy percent of the volume of space 8 
encompassed by the structure is occupied for such use. 9 
 10 
Attorney Jones and Stephen Mohr, Landscape Architect presented a conceptual 3/16th 11 
scale 3-D model of the American Boat House property located at 15 Atlantic Avenue to 12 
the Board that included movable pieces to show a before and after visual of the proposed 13 
residential portion of the building under discussion.  The Board allowed the presentation 14 
and a lengthy discussion took place on how the 70% figure was determined for amendment 15 
Option 2.   16 
Householder asked if the apartment will essentially be the whole upper floor area being 17 
presented and was told that it would be.  Further discussion on the proposed residential 18 
design was held.  19 
Siegenthaler questioned the role of the front office space.  Both Mohr and Attorney Jones 20 
indicated the office would not operate commercially and become part of the residence. 21 
Sargent inquired if the entire portion on the Atlantic Avenue side of the property will 22 
become residential.  Attorney Jones responded that it would and restated that his client 23 
does not wish to have a commercial enterprise.   24 
Householder asked if the 2nd floor renovation represents the entire 70% residential use.  25 
Mohr responded that the first floor holds a workshop that will not be residential.  26 
Siegenthaler asked about the boat slip and its intended use.  Mohr explained that a set of 27 
doors would be installed to maintain “high tide” in the wet slip when the tide is out.   28 
Householder asked about dredging and Mohr responded that borings have shown that they 29 
may need be able to dredge down 2 feet or so but not to low tide level.  Mohr represented 30 
that the building will look, act and feel the same way following proposed renovations.   31 
 32 
Attorney Jones reviewed the proposed amendment language with the Town Attorney 33 
William Kelly who expressed the opinion that any change in the Zone  Zoning Ordinance 34 
not attempt to include any subsequent structures that might be registered on the National 35 
Registry of Historic Places as it could delegate some authority or jurisdiction to the 36 
Federal Government.  He instead modified the language so that it limits the activity to 37 
structures in existence on the date the Ordinance enacted.   38 
 39 
Chairman Sargent also had a conversation with Attorney Kelly on January 5th who further 40 
suggested that the amendment be worded so that any structures that are listed on the NRHP 41 
has a date certain (which can include the date of the application). This will prevent future 42 
properties joining the Registry from requesting further zoning changes in later years.   43 
Sargent discussed with Kelly concerns about the amendment language and concerns about 44 
the project not moving forward as initially planned by the Applicants due to unforeseen 45 
problems.  He referenced a recent email from resident Marcia Smith to the Board recalling 46 
historical changes to the American Boat House Property in1904 that questioned what 47 
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would happen if the construction uncovered extensive damage corrections that could 1 
hinder the project. Sargent posed this question to Attorney Kelly who responded that the 2 
Board should not place any wording in the proposed amendment that would not be 3 
considered normal Zoning Ordinance language.   4 
 5 
An email from Attorney Kelly to Attorney Jones, Bill O’Donnell, Code Officer and 6 
Chairman Sargent outlined a suggested process that the Planning Board could include 7 
language in the proposed amendment that makes the Zone Ordinance subject to a 8 
Development Agreement constructed between the Town Select Board and the Applicants.  9 
This Development Agreement would be subject to voter approval at the June 2017 vote. 10 
The Development agreement could include a performance guarantee if they feel it is 11 
needed. Under this process the Planning Board can draft a letter presenting 12 
recommendations of a general nature to the Town Select Board for their consideration on 13 
the proposed project.     The Development Agreement would be binding by on the party’s 14 
parties and lend greater enforceability should the definitions within be violated.  15 
Additionally, all agreed-to terms must be finalized by the party’s parties prior to the 16 
Planning Select Board allowing the amended Zoning Ordinance to appear on the June 17 
2017 Warrant.  Sargent added this is a standard way of dealing with unusual or unique 18 
properties.   19 
 20 
Sargent asked for input from the Board on the use of this two-warrant proposal.   21 
Householder felt that it behooves the Planning Board to draft suggested recommendations. 22 
Sargent feels the split dual agreement allows a greater opportunity to maintain the “look” 23 
of the building, which is an important function and something he felt the Select Board 24 
would be sensitive to.  25 
Elliott pointed out that having two Warrants is a good solution and that the applicants 26 
present a strong interest in preserving the property.  27 
Householder voiced that the ability to maintain the antiquity of the property will then rest 28 
entirely with the Select Board. 29 
 30 
Attorney Jones added the Development Agreement is a good approach but had concerns on 31 
the timing of this work for a June vote.  Sargent stated that the target is to get this 32 
amendment on the Warrant in June 33 
Householder agreed the process allows that the Zoning Ordinance amendment not goes go 34 
on the Warrant without the Development Agreement being signed.   35 
 36 
Sargent asked if there was further discussion. There was none. 37 
 38 
Sargent polled the Board to clarify which amendment option to support.   39 
 40 
Attorney Jones suggested adding to the amendment language the following: change to ...in 41 
structures “existing as of the date of the Ordinance".  42 
 43 
Sargent:  Polled the Board if the amended Ordinance would be required to state no more 44 
than 70% of the volume of the structure or have no figure listed at all. 45 
Senders: Supports Option 1 and does not support setting a restriction on potential use of 46 
the American Boat House building volume. Commercial potential is finite so the 70% 47 
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doesn’t seem necessary.  Sargent responded that setting the 70% allows for 30% of the 1 
building to maintain space for current allowable uses within the Zone that is not residential 2 
in nature.  Discussion followed.   3 
Bernhard:  Highlighted the ambiguity between a number (70%) and the National Historic 4 
building and sees no linkage between the two.  Therefore if the % can be dispensed with 5 
he would go along with that chain of thought or lean toward Option 1.  6 
Householder: Agrees with Option 1 7 
Scholz:  Agrees with Option 1 and referenced his recently researched timeline on the 8 
American Boat House which shows the property has been used as private personal use for 9 
the majority of time and has had limited commercial influence. 10 
Siegenthaler: Agrees with Option 1 11 
 12 
Sargent voiced that he would not like to see a time where the property could become 100% 13 
residential use and loses that historical use of boat storage in the property. He raised 14 
concern on the purpose of the Zone which is intended to maintain and preserve the 15 
building and does not state residential use.  16 
 17 
Sargent Reads the Harbor Business District (B-H) as: 18 
 19 

The purpose of the Harbor Business District is to preserve and maintain for the 20 
Citizens of Camden the character of Camden Harbor including its scenic value 21 
infused from the land its accessibility to the public and its economic value for 22 
functionally water dependent uses.   23 

 24 
Bernhard asked what percentage Sargent would accept for use of a commercial nature.  25 
Discussion followed on proposed changes to the building. Mohr discussed the wet slip and 26 
intended use of continued boat storage. 27 
 28 
Elliott responded to the discussion by stating that he was changing his vote to Option 2 29 
based on the Applicants original request and to maintain a percentage of use for other 30 
current uses allowed in the Harbor Business District Zone. 31 
 32 
Bernhard opened a discussion on volume as it pertains to the proposed building changes. 33 
Stephen Mohr and Attorney Jones discussed the language regarding residential use and 34 
street level.  Mohr explained he relied on the language in B that states the volume is the 35 
volume as encompassed in the structure.   36 
Attorney Jones added that the amendment language was to resolve residential use at street 37 
level.  He represented that the Applicants want to maintain the building, maintain the boat 38 
basin and place a residence within the historic structure.    39 
Scholz: Read the Definition of Volume listed in Article 3 page 20  40 
Sargent suggested that the Planning Board go with the first choice, which is no percentage 41 
requirement; then include the suggestion in a letter of recommendation to the Select Board 42 
where the issue will be revisited.   43 
Sargent asked about the language change for enactments. 44 
Jones suggested using the following language: “existing as of the date of the amendment”.  45 
Scholz and Elliott agreed this was a usual manner to set a date. 46 
 47 
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Householder asked if wording changes should be included to state "single residential use".  1 
Scholz felt this added other conflicts.  Sargent felt issues such as this could be discussed as 2 
a recommendation to the Select Board.  Discussion followed. 3 
 4 
Sargent asked for a consensus from the Board on the way to proceed with the amendment 5 
was to not set a requirement of a percentage of residential use and the buildings have to be 6 
on the National Register of Historical Places as of the date of the Ordinance.   The Board 7 
agreed unanimously on these terms.   8 
 9 
Sargent asked O’Donnell to place the proper advertisements for Public Notice of the 10 
Public Hearing scheduled for the February 16th, the second third Thursday in February.      11 
 12 
It was determined that at the first meeting in March a general suggestion list for this 13 
project will be drafted to the Select Board in support of their work on a Development 14 
Agreement.    15 

 16 
5) OTHER MATTERS 17 

• Future Meeting Agenda:  None 18 
• Pending Applications: None 19 
• Other:  None 20 

 21 
Meeting Adjourned at 6:15 PM by Chairman Sargent 22 
 23 
 24 

Camden Comprehensive Plan Committee  25 
Public Information Gathering Meeting 26 

January 5, 2017 27 
 28 
Lowrie Sargent reconvened the Planning Board to hold a Public Information Gathering to 29 
entertain comments and questions from the public to review several final draft Chapters 30 
of the 2016 Camden Comprehensive Plan.   31 
 32 
Sargent provided a summary of the work the CPC has undertaken in the last 4.5 years to 33 
make this document more reader friendly and able to be used as a gauge or tool by new 34 
residents and businesses considering Camden as a prospective destination.  Sargent 35 
provided a brief comment on past history and the current reception of this Plan by the 36 
State of Maine.  The upcoming public meeting schedule to complete the public review of 37 
the Plan was provided.  Tonight, 8-9 Chapters will be presented, then on January 19th an 38 
additional 8-9 Chapters will be gone over and the final meeting will be February 2nd to 39 
complete the review.  Following the Public Gatherings a Public Hearing will be 40 
advertised and a vote taken to send the Comprehensive Plan to the Camden Select Board 41 
for endorsement and placement on the June 2017 Warrant.  It is the goal of this 42 
Committee to complete the public information process by mid March.  All of the 43 
Chapters can be accessed on the Town of Camden website and a hard copy is available in 44 
the Town Office for review on site.  45 
 46 
Lowrie Sargent called each Chapter on the agenda for public input or questions: 47 
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Chapter 1:   History - No Discussion 1 
Chapter 5:  Natural Resources - No Discussion 2 
Chapter 6:  Natural Opportunities and Constraints - No Discussion 3 
Chapter 7:  Sewer and Water Utilities - No Discussion 4 
Chapter 11:  Housing - No Discussion 5 
Chapter 14:  Historic Resources - No Discussion 6 
Chapter 15:  Public Facilities - No Discussion 7 
 8 
Lowrie Sargent pointed out that several members of the Historic Resources Committee 9 
(HRC) were present.  Scholz asked if those present would support a Historic Preservation 10 
Ordinance such as those found in other New England towns.  Several HRC members took 11 
the opportunity to voice continued involvement of the Committee in ways that will help 12 
to educate the public and take a more central role in determining a more streamlined 13 
manner to get Ordinance approvals.  A desire to see better promoted networking between 14 
the various active community committees was also of interest.  Householder made the 15 
comment that many business owners provide feedback and are interested in seeing a 16 
more streamlined process.  He encouraged committee members to come forward with 17 
ideas to the Board. 18 
Judy McGuirk spoke about the importance of work done around historic preservation 19 
having a role in not allowing changes in the "historic elements of the Town to erode that 20 
may result in what is a "pretty town" turning into a "handsome town". " 21 
Scholz added to Householders comments that recommendations to the Board don't 22 
always get results, however, a reasonable Ordinance should be worked for and presented 23 
and the Historical Resources or Historical Preservation Committee is a place to start that 24 
process.   25 
Meg Barclay, a Former Chair of the HRC, spoke about starting preservation by giving 26 
some legislative power to the Group to exercise over "our own Town buildings" to see 27 
how it works and used the Camden Opera House as an example where this oversight 28 
approach could be tested.  29 
 30 
The Planning Board recommended that the HRC look at how such a process would work 31 
and then present it to the Board for support.  Sargent added that a more collaborative 32 
approach would better relay the general knowledge of the HRC members which would be 33 
valuable in the planning and management process for historic properties.   34 
 35 
 36 
Respectfully Submitted,  37 
 38 
 39 
Beth Kwiatkowski 40 
Recording Secretary 41 
 42 
Next Meeting:   43 
The Board agreed to hold its next meeting on January 19, 2017 at 5:00 pm in the 44 
Washington Street Conference Room.  45 
 46 


